
“Burgundians are by nature a modest lot, and resist the extravagant early claims to which Bordeaux is prone, but let’s  
say  that it is at least possible that the 2015 vintage in the Côte d’Or will be a very great one. Start saving now.”    Decanter

Averys personal selection from the 2015 vintage

Burgundy 2015 
En P r imeur  Offer
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A N  I N S I D E  T R AC K  TO  B U R G U N DY  2015 D O M A I N E  D U B R E U I L - F O N TA I N E

First established in 1879, Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine 

in the hillside village of Pernand-Vergelesses is today 

run by 5th generation Christine Dubreuil. The village 

of Pernand-Vergelesses is found where Côte de Nuits 

and Côte de Beaune meet and the hills are directly 

across the valley from Corton-Charlemagne. 

These wines offer tremendous value for money and 

we were particularly impressed by both the red and 

white village level Pernand-Vergelesses this year. In 

addition, they own a number of excellent 1er and 

Grand Cru vineyards including Clos Berthet, a 1.5 

hectare walled vineyard which is the only 1er Cru 

Monopole in the area. 

Domaine Berthenet Montagny 1er Cru Vieilles Vignes Code: C3140115 12-bottles £145
Domaine Berthenet is a 4th generation family-owned 17 hectare estate with some excellent hillside vineyards in Montagny. The Vieilles Vignes 

comes from the oldest plots of the estate and is partially aged in oak casks. Complex and rounded with a serious blossom and floral nose. It’s 

crisp and snappy with lemon blossom hints on the long finish.

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Vergelesses Blanc

Code: 1595915 12-bottles £185
Pernand Vergelesses, in the shadow of Corton Charlemagne, 

is an appellation that has seriously over-performed in 2015.  

They’ve been able to harness the generosity of the 2015 vintage 

and smooth out the angular acidity of lesser years. This is lovely 

and lifted with chalk and citric notes. Fresh and balanced with a 

supple, ripe and elegant palate with a bright, crisp finish.

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Pernand Vergelesses Rouge

Code: 3136115 12-bottles £175
The red Pernand Vergelesses comes from a two hectare plot, 

so Dubreuil Fontaine only make around 700 cases of this each 

year. The 2015 is very stylish with pretty,  ripe, red fruit. Crisp and 

floral on the palate with vibrant red fruits and an attractive lifted 

scent.  Dubreuil Fontaine lost around 75% of the white Pernand 

Vergelesses in 2016 and 40% of the red, so it’s worth getting a 

case or two this year while you can.

Domaine Guy & Yvan Dufouleur Hautes Côtes de Nuits Dames Huguettes Code: C2547615 12-bottles £135
The Dufouleur family have been winemakers and growers for over 400 years and father-and-son Guy and Yvan are the 13th and 14th 

generation to tend the vines. This cuvée comes from vines with an average age of around 50 years old, resulting in lower yields and greater 

concentration than a typical Hautes Côtes de Nuits. This is really smart stuff – sweet and ripe with rich dark cherry fruit.

Domaine Marchand Frères Gevrey-Chambertin Aux Etelois Code: C2547515 12-bottles £290
Domaine Marchand Frères was founded in 1813 and most of the seven generations since have been located in Morey Saint Denis. However, in 

1983, the family bought a winemaker’s house in the centre of Gevrey Chambertin where they are now based. This domaine has small parcels 

in some very high-quality vineyards including Aux Etelois in Gevrey Chambertin. The 2015 is intense and ferrous with great spice and energy. 

You can read a full account of 2015 in my vintage report on the back of the 

accompanying letter but one aspect of the vintage that I encountered up and down 

the Cote, and in both colours, is that many of the junior wines have seriously out-

performed. This is well worth considering in your purchase as the quality of generic 

Bourgogne seems much closer to village cuvées, village wines knock on the door of 

1er Crus, and so forth. 

I’ve selected three under-the-radar wines below that I feel highlight the value for 

money there is still to be found in Burgundy and showcase the best of the 2015 

vintage. However, for more advice, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru Monopole Clos Berthet Code: C1596015 12-bottles  £265 
The average age of the vines in this Clos is about 40 years and the wines are renowned for being very mineral in style. More subtle than 

the village wine, this has riper, white orchard fruits. Fleshy and succulent on the mid-palate with some apricot notes leading into a 

tight, focused finish.

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Code: B1596115 6-bottles £300
This is vinifed in around 30% new French oak, with lees stirring to add richness and is a lovely, fragrant style with hints of spice and mineral. Full 

and rich but still with a muscular framework and a strong lick of acidity. Great energy and cut on the mid-palate with a fresh, mineral finish.

Christine Dubreuil
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D O M A I N E  J E A N  M O N N I E R

D O M A I N E  J E A N - J ACQ U E S  G I R A R D

“This is an estate whose wines I recommend  

with much enthusiasm.”    Robert Parker.

The Monnier family established their estate in Meursault in 

1720 and today own around 16 hectares between Beaune 

and Puligny Montrachet.  Jean-Claude and Nicolas Monnier 

continue the work of their ancestors and still make the wines 

in the original cellars of the estate. 

Despite their prime position in the heart of Meursault and 

considerable vineyard holdings, this domaine continues to 

maintain a low profile, quietly producing understated and 

stylish wines that over-deliver for the money. 

This domaine has been in the same family since 1860 and Antoine is the 5th generation to take over the reins. He only makes 

white wines and Meursault accounts for 95% of his overall production. The domaine is renowned for its elegant, mineral and 

complex wines.

Originally founded in 1529 by Jean Girard, this is one of the oldest domaines in Savigny.  It’s a domaine which is thriving under the 

direction of Jean-Jacques who undoubtedly makes some of the best wines in the village.

“The Bachelets make wines that are classically styled, emphasizing the inherent freshness, complexity  

and minerality in each cuvée”    Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar

Marc and Alex Bachelet’s wines continue to go from strength to strength and this domaine is now considered among Puligny 
Montrachet’s elite. They adopt a very natural, labour-intensive approach to wine-making - soils are ploughed, yields are kept and 
all grapes are hand picked at optimum ripeness.

Domaine Jean Monnier et Fils 1er Cru Beaune-Montrevenots Blanc Code: C2545715 12-bottles £160
This hails from Montrevenots, a 1er Cru vineyard at the southern limits of Beaune. Ripe and tropical in style with a rich apricot profile,  

it’s flattering and fleshy.

Domaine Jean Monnier et Fils Meursault Code: C2545015 12-bottles £240
Domaine Jean Monnier’s village Meursault is on form this year with impressive tension for the 2015 vintage. Crisp, mineral aromas lead 

into a taut and racy palate with a focused finish.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Bourgogne Blanc Code: C1593215 12-bottles £145
A very smart Bourgogne Chardonnay with clear Puligny origins (it comes from vineyards around 30 feet from Puligny Montrachet!).  

Citrus blossom aromas with a lovely sweet core of fruit and bright acidity. 

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Blanc Code: C1882015 12-bottles £220
Maranges became an AC in 1989 and Marc and Alex’s father was instrumental in making this happen. A ripe, buttery nose with  

a crisp palate showing a glassy texture and good tension.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny-Montrachet Code: C1050715 12-bottles £310
A textbook Puligny Montrachet with classic aromas of hazelnut and blossom. Beautifully balanced with great elegance and energy,  

this is mineral and driving with superb length. 

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny-Montrachet 1er cru Referts Code: B2546515 6-bottles £275
A parcel from prime-sited vineyards situated just next door to those of Sauzet. Very classy with lemon, honey and oatmeal aromas  

with a core of floral and ripe orchard fruit. 

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune Code: C0963415 12-bottles £150
As ever, the focus with Jean-Jacques’ Savigny is on the fruit and purity. A lovely vibrant raspberry nose yet delicate on the palate,  

this is very pure, sweet and lifted.

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets Code: C1423615 12-bottles £200
Les Peuillets is the domaine’s biggest Cru with the vines averaging 45 years in age. Mineral and direct with dark fruit, chalky  

minerality and great definition.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Rouge Code: C0993615 12-bottles £180
This comes from a parcel of 11 acres of vines whose limestone soils add a delicate minerality. Slender, classy and pure, this is almost 

Volnay-like. Good structure and mineral complexity on the palate with a taut, racy freshness. 

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Beaune 1er Cru Clos de Roi Code: C3135515 12-bottles £240
Clos du Roi is a 1er Cru at the northern end of Beaune. Extremely good, this has a seductive creamy texture and plush, sweet fruit. Great 

complexity and a beautiful scented elegance. 

Domaine Jean Monnier et Fils Puligny-Montrachet Code: C2545815 12-bottles £270
An elegant and really well judged Puligny-Montrachet with a nutty, taut, cashew nose. The fruit is sweet and ripe but always in crisp 

focus with great drive and mineral tension. 

Domaine Jean Monnier et Fils Meursault 1er Cru Genevrieres Code: B2194815 6-bottles £185
The Genevrières vineyard is at the top of the slope where the minerals are more predominant and there’s always a minerally edge to this 1er 

Cru Meursault.  Finely balanced between the richness of 2015 and the cut of Genevrières. Lively and lifted with attractive citrus blossom notes.

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault En La Barre Code: B0941215 6-bottles £210
This is a village wine from a lieux dit vineyard just down the road from the Jobard home. Richer in style than normal owing to the 

vintage with a full mid-palate balanced by fresh mineral notes.

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault 1er Cru Poruzots Code: B1031115 6-bottles £320
This 1er Cru comes from a warmer site than en la Barre  so it tends to be a slightly fuller, more powerful style. A complex mineral nose  

with a very attractive palate – floral and crisp edged with a creamy texture and great purity and balance. 

D O M A I N E  B AC H E L E T - M O N N OT

D O M A I N E  A N TO I N E  J O B A R D 
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L A R O Z E  D E  D R O U H I N D O M A I N E  B E R TAG N A

Caroline Drouhin works under the guidance of her father out of the cellars of Domaine Drouhin-Laroze. She purchases grapes 

from top vineyard sites that complement the range from Drouhin Laroze and production is just as quality-focused.

The vineyards of Domaine Bertagna once belonged to the 

Cistercian monks, famous for founding Clos de Vougeot in 

the 13th century. The winery is today owned by the Reh 

family who have an exceptional collection of vineyards 

including five Grand Crus.
Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Chardonnay Code: C1861515 12-bottles £125
This is the only white made by Maison Laroze de Drouhin and comes from sites in Marsannay and Fixin. Fresh citrus and ripe orchard 

fruits with a touch of minerality.

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot Code: C2547815 12-bottles £345
Vougeot is dominated by the 1er and Grand Crus, so it’s nice to find a delicious-drinking village wine. Lots of pretty red fruit typical of 

this vintage with a crisp and lifted finish 

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot 1er Cru Monopole Clos de la Perrière Code: B1885015 6-bottles £290
This is a serious step up in quality - much more mineral and complex with lots of spice and full, sweet, ripe fruit.

Domaine Bertagna Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts Code: B2194615 6-bottles £290
A textbook Vosne-Romanée with musk and spice on the nose. Taut and masculine, it has plenty of backbone, muscle and richness. 

Domaine Bertagna Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru Code: B1885115 6-bottles £525
For me, this was the best wine in the cellar. A complex and floral perfume leads into a sweet, rich and expressive palate with a fine, silky texture. 

Domaine Bertagna Corton Les Grandes Lolieres Grand Cru Code: B3137815 6-bottles £515
Definitely of Grand Cru stature with impressive spice and thrust. Savoury and ferrous with great mineral drive typical of Corton and a 

complex, long finish. Excellent.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Clos des Porrets Code: B1025315 6-bottles £195
A very elegant style for Gouges with lovely spice and perfume. Supple and floral with very delicate tannin.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers Code: B1025615 6-bottles £250
More masculine than Porrets this year with great depth of dark fruit and firm tannin. Will reward cellaring.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains Code: B0924315 6-bottles £325
Very svelte and sophisticated, this is mineral and intense with a fine spun texture and long, scented finish.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les St Georges Code: B1025415 6-bottles £425
There are no Grand Crus in Nuits-Sait-Georges but many consider ‘Les Saint Georges’ its finest vineyard.. Richer and slightly more 

expressive than Vaucrains with chalky and mineral notes, very firm tannin and a huge, driving finish. 

Laroze de Drouhin Fixin Code: C2547715 12-bottles £205
A lifted, fresh Pinot Noir with lots of plump, glossy, ripe fruit and a seductive, silky quality to the tannin. Juicy and well-balanced with 

lovely freshness.

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C0979815 12-bottles £125
A Bourgogne Rouge that overdelivers thanks to its pedigree, with fruit sourced from Morey-Saint-Denis, Chambolle-Musigny and 

Gevrey-Chambertin. Bright, sappy fruit with a ripe profile and crunchy tannin supports and frames.

D O M A I N E  D E S  B E AU M O N T

D O M A I N E  H E N R I  G O U G E S

Thierry Beaumont is a seventh generation winemaker in Burgundy’s Côte de Nuits but he only started bottling his own wines in 

1999. Prior to that, his entire harvest was snapped up by Labouré-Roi. Today, he owns around 5.5 hectares of vineyards in Morey, 

Gevrey and Chambolle Musigny. 

Gouges is probably Nuits Saint Georges’ most famous domaine, renowned for its masculine, brooding reds which usually demand 

a long time in the cellar. Production is small and these wines are always highly sought after. 
Domaine des Beaumont Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Aux Combottes Code: B2547915 6-bottles £290
Combottes sits between the Grand Crus of Clos de la Roche and Latricières Chambertin. Really impressive, this is ripe, sweet, scented 

and expansive. Great mid-palate length with a creamy texture.

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Millandes Code: B2548515 6-bottles £280
A deep and glossy Pinot Noir from old-vine fruit. Complex and intense with blackberries and spice and a taut, mineral backbone.

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Ruchots Code: B1051215 6-bottles £290
From a fantastic site just below Bonnes Mares and Clos de Tart. Closed and brooding with peppery black fruit and almost smoky notes. 

Full with hints of liquorice reminiscent of Echezeaux and a delicately chalky finish. 

Domaine des Beaumont Mazoyeres Chambertin Grand Cru Code: B2565615 6-bottles £550
This is only the 2nd vintage they’ve made of this. More red fruit tones and more linear in style than the Charmes with great precision, 

tension and cut. 

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis Code:C1592415 12-bottles £320
A classic Morey-Saint-Denis with glossy black fruit, attractive spice and fragrance. Plump. rich and sweet with a full, vigorous finish. 

Domaine des Beaumont Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cherbaudes Code: B1059815 6-bottles £280
A cooler vineyard than Combottes, this rides more on structure and minerality than fruit. Nicely reserved with a  taut structure, it’s 

chalky and mineral with elegant red fruit. 
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D O M A I N E  F R A N CO I S  B U F F E T D O M A I N E  LO U I S  B O I L LOT

The Buffet family have been making wine in Burgundy since 

1692. Marc-Olivier Buffet took over in 2005 and has taken the 

wines to another level. He has 7 hectares spanning Volnay, 

Pommard and Savigny-Lès-Beaune.

Louis was formerly at his father’s domaine in Gevrey Chambertin 

but in 2002 moved to Chambolle to be with his partner, the 

highly respected winemaker Ghislaine Barthod. The two work 

side-by-side in a small winery and share the same winemaking 

style but the wines are produced and bottled separately.

These are extremely impressive wines with a wonderful balance 

of rich fruit and finesse, and which allow the character of the 

vineyard to shine through.Domaine François Buffet Volnay Code: C1593815 12-bottles £250
Volnay is often considered the most elegant of Burgundian Pinot Noir and this is very pretty and delicate in style, typical of the 

appellation. Breezy and fresh with lifted red fruits.

Domaine Louis Boillot Côte de Nuits Villages Code: C1433615 12-bottles £180
A rich and bassy Côtes de Nuits Villages with deep fruit and a silky texture. Firmly structured with good length.Domaine François Buffet Pommard Code: C2195715 12-bottles £270

Marc-Olivier uses 30% 1er Cru fruit to give this Pommard extra weight. Fresh and floral with ripe raspberry fruit and supple caressing tannin.

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin Code: C1902015 12-bottles £275
A very impressive village wine including fruit from 80-year-old vines. Svelte and fine with an appealing red fruit nose. Quite delicate and 

feminine in style with lovely purity and minerality.

Domaine François Buffet Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens Code: B1050615 6-bottles £245
 A deep-pitched nose with glossy fruit, old-vine intensity and a lovely, creamy mid-palate. Great complexity and silky tannins built of 

whole-bunch fermentation.

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Champonnet Code: B1036615 6-bottles £260
This was firmly closed on the nose when I tasted in November but there’s no doubting its fabulous potential. The palate shows intense 

red fruit with clear minerality and acidity. Very fine and taut. D O M A I N E  J O S E P H  V O I L LOT

D O M A I N E  D R O U H I N - L A R O Z E
“This is a domaine that epitomizes everything to love, and I mean “love” and not just “like,” about Burgundy.”   

Neal Martin, www.robertparker.com

Joseph Voillot retired in 1995 and the estate is now looked after by his son-in-law, Jean-Pierre Charlot, one of our favourite 

winemakers in the Côte d’Or.
Philippe Drouhin took over from his father in 2001 and has moved this grand old domaine to the forefront of quality in Gevrey 

Chambertin. He has some of the most prestigious vineyard holdings in the entire Côte d’Or, with almost half his vines located in 

Grand Cru sites.Domaine Joseph Voillot Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C2190815 12-bottles £155
Voillot’s Bourgogne Rouge comes from vines around Volnay and Meursault. Very tendre and delicate with a lovely suppleness and 

crunchy, fresh finish. Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Gevrey-Chambertin Code: C1044415 12-bottles £290
Philippe treats all his wines the same whether Grand Cru or village level, so the difference is all about terroir. This is seriously fine  

and perfumed with deep, rich fruit, a succulent mid-palate and minerality on the back end. Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay Code: C1050915 12-bottles £175
Fragrant with lovely sweet fruit expression, this is fuller than normal in style with lots of sweet ripe fruit.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Bonnes Mares Grand Cru Code: B1036215 6-bottles £450
Initially reticent on the nose, this explodes on the palate. Chalky and mineral alongside richness of fruit with great energy.

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay 1er Cru Champans Code: B1035715 6-bottles £250
Jean-Pierre considers Champans to be his top cuvée and the old vines give it a deep, rich structure. Plump and rich with dark fruits, 

melded acidity and sweet but very present tannin.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Code: B1052815 6-bottles £415
There’s crisp focus and definition to the perfume with delicate floral notes.  Masses of energy, spice and life on the palate with  

a taut, mineral finish. 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay 1er Cru Fremiets Code: B2195815 6-bottles £250
There’s a lifted quality to the nose and mid-palate aromatics of this elegant 1er Cru with rich, dark, almost black fruit and fine tannin.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru Code: B1036115 6-bottles £510
Tighter on the nose than the other Grand Crus but the palate shows great generosity and richness. Muscular with impressive density 

and length on finish. 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Pommard 1er Cru Pezerolles Code: B1051015 6-bottles £340
A beautiful, expressive, black fruit perfume. Sweet and rounded with glossy fruit, spice and an elegant tannin structure.

Winemaker, Marc-Olivier Buffet. 
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D O M A I N E  H U D E LOT - B A I L L E T D O M A I N E  L A M A R C H E

“Gotta soft spot for Hudelot-Baillet...I don’t mind 

admitting that. It’s just got everything that I like about 

Burgundy: not too big, congenial winemaker, choice 

selection of premier crus with a grand cru if you fancy, 

straightforward winemaking, nothing fancy, nothing 

self-aggrandising. Just delicious, nuanced wines that 

need but a sip to compel a purchase”   

Neal Martin, www.robertparker.com

In recent years, we’ve only been able to include a small 

number of Dominique le Guen’s wines in our en primeur 

brochure. This is not because we haven’t wanted to but 

because the wines have been so popular that we’ve sold 

our allocation before the mailing is even released. However, 

this year we have a much wider range available thanks to an 

increased allocation but we suspect these will still sell out fast.

This estate is run by 6th generation of 

the Lamarche family, Nathalie and Nicole. 

These wines were some of the highlights 

of my tastings and this address is now 

one of the very best in Burgundy.

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Hautes-Cotes de Nuits Blanc Code: C2090115 12-bottles £165
Joël Hudelot and his wife, Chantal Baillet, originally created the domaine in 1981 with about 8.5 hectares of vineyards. It has its heart 

and soul in Chambolle-Musigny and they make mainly reds but they have one hectare devoted to whites.

Domaine Lamarche Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C2565515 12-bottles £140
These Pinot Noir vines are in Vosne and this is very much in the classical Vosne style with pretty red fruit and floral tones.

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée Code: B1036315 6-bottles £210
Elegant and fine-boned with a delicate expression of sweet fruit. Floral and tender with a sensual, silky texture.

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots Code: B1026215 6-bottles £350
This renowned Premier Cru lies between the Grand Crus of Echezeaux and Romanée-Saint-Vivant. Briary, spicy and floral with great 

intensity of sweet red fruit and a beautiful scented finish. 

Domaine Lamarche Echézeaux Grand Cru Code: B0948315 6-bottles £480
This is a big wine but extremely lifted, fresh and aerial. Complex with glossy fruit with a briary edge, a hint of liquorice and a juicy red fruit finish. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes Code: C1433415 12-bottles £375
From vines between 50 and 90 years old. There’s greater focus and mineral tension here compared to the village wine. Crisply defined 

with a taut and vibrant mid-palate. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C1433315 12-bottles £145
This really overdelivers on its regional appellation which is not surprising when it is essentially declassified Chambolle-Musigny with 

some parcels from Gilly. Lots of finesse for the price.

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Cras Code: B1059715 6-bottles £260
Tight and tensile with dark fruit and hints of spicy musk. This is scented and direct with a chalky, mineral structure. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Hautes-Cotes de Nuits Rouge Magnums Code: B2569015 6-bottles £300
Pretty and fresh in style with succulent, juicy black cherry fruit. Only available in magnums. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Charmes Code: B1051115 6-bottles £260
Classic Chambolle red fruit grows from a delicate nose to an intense and floral palate. Fine-boned and pure with a long, mineral finish. 

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Chambolle-Musigny Code: C0947415 12-bottles £350
A fine, complex nose with lots of spice and perfume. Generous and open knit with beautiful, pure sweet fruit, this is text book Chambolle.

Domaine Hudelot-Baillet Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru Code: B1433515 6-bottles £725
A gloriously rich and opulent nose with pronounced aromas of dark-toned fruit. A muscular tannin structure buffers the sweet black 

cherry fruit on the palate. Long and mineral-driven with huge scent and a soaring finish.

D O M A I N E  J E A N  G R I V OT

Etienne Grivot took over from his father in 1990, becoming the 5th generation to make wine in Vosne-Romanée. Etienne talks 

about 2015 as having a similar weight and richness to 2012 but being fresher and more expressive.

Domaine Jean Grivot Vosne-Romanée Code: B0938415 6-bottles £264
A sensual, sweet and rounded Vosne with beautiful depth and richness. Great energy with good bright acidity at its core  

and a fine, silky texture.

Domaine Jean Grivot Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru les Beaux Monts Code: B2229015 6-bottles £750
Impeccable Vosne with a seductive, sweet and pure nose with a gorgeous strawberry fruit expression. Silky, juicy and bright with lovely 

fresh acidity. 

Domaine Jean Grivot Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Roncières Code: B1050415 6-bottles £540
A very stylish Nuits-Saint-Georges with an almost Vosne-style nose. Spicy and scented with floral and mineral notes. Very expressive, 

energetic and vibrant with great detail and cut.

Domaine Jean Grivot Clos Vougeot Grand Cru Code: B1036015 6-bottles £900
A beautiful dark red colour. A full, sweet and complete Burgundy that impresses with its tremendous harmony and elegance. Very pure 

fruit alongside spice with a long and complex finish.

Nicole and Nathalie Lamarche

Winemaker, Dominique le Guen



•  Call 03330 148 208 quoting 3642001   •  Order online at www.averys.com/burgundy2015

•  Send your completed order form to us at Averys Wine Merchants,  
7100 Hurricane Road, Gloucester Business Park, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL3 4AQ

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION  
If you would like to find out more about the 2015 vintage, 

buying en primeur or any of the wines included in this offer, 
please call the fine wine team on 03330 148 210.

BUYING EN PRIMEUR 
Prices are per case in bond and exclude duty, VAT and UK 

delivery which will be payable just prior to delivery. The wines 
in this offer will be ready for delivery Autumn 2017.

OT H E R  T H I N G S  YO U  N E E D  TO  K N O W.. .

Please see the enclosed letter for full terms and conditions of Burgundy 2015 En Primeur or visit www.averys.com/terms AEPC2A

R E M O I S S E N E T  P È R E  E T  F I L S

Averys and Remoissenet have a friendship that stretches back over half a century and we’ve seen the wines change greatly over 

the years. When the late Roland Remoissenet retired, Bernard Repolt, together with Pierre Rovani, former Burgundy editor at 

Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate, and winemaker Claudine Jobard, took over and worked wonders at this venerable  house.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Saint-Romain Blanc Code: C1055815 12-bottles £210
Rich, rounded and Meursault-like with piercing acidity on the mid-palate buffered by an impressive richness of fruit. 

Remoissenet Père et Fils Meursault 1er Cru Les Perrières Code: B1126615 6-bottles £330
Perrières is widely considered the 1er Cru in Meursault that deserves promotion to Grand Cru status. Very elegant in style with great 

focus and tension. 

Remoissenet Père et Fils Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Code: B1032215 6-bottles £425
Full and muscular with a beautifully layered palate displaying white peach, citrus and minerality. Impressively chalky and taut with a 

complex, long finish.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Beaune 1er Cru Marconnets Code: B1031215 6-bottles £175
Marconnets sits on the far northern side of Beaune, near Savigny. Succulent and rich with old-vine intensity and fleshy black fruit 

underpinned by crisp, chalky tannin. 

Remoissenet Père et Fils Vosne-Romanée Code: B2558715 6-bottles £200
Fresh and crisp with intense, glossy black fruit.  A driving, mineral mid-palate with a silky texture and lifted finish, this has tremendous 

energy and volume.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cazetiers Code: B3137615 6-bottles £325
Very typical of its terroir, this is taut and chalky with ferrous notes. Bright and fresh on the palate with supple fruit and stony minerality.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Le Trio Code: B1592115 6-bottles £280
A blend of 1er Cru fruit from Cherbaudes, Champonnets and Craipillots.  Classic Gevrey in style with rich red fruit, ferrous mineral and 

spice aromas. 


